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Erratum to: ‘‘Insulin-like growth factor 2 gene methylation in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of patients with hepatitis c related cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma’’ [CLINRE 36 (4) (2012) 345—51] DOI: 10.1016/j.clinre.2012.06.013

Philippe Couvert a,b,c, Alain Carrié a,b,c, Sophie Tezenas du Montcel d, Jenny Vaysse e, Angela Sutton e, Nathalie Barget f,g, Jean-Claude Trinchet f,g, Michel Beaugrand f,g, Nathalie Ganne f,* g, Philippe Giral a,b,h, Jamel Chelly i,j

There has been an error in the authors’ list of the article ‘‘Insulin-like growth factor 2 gene methylation in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of patients with hepatitis c related cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma’’ published in CLINRE 2012;36(4).


Elsevier Masson requests you to kindly accept their apologies for this error.

DOI of original article:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.clinre.2012.06.013.
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